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Silhouette case study: 
KFC Burrito

The brief
Blue449 chose Byyd, as their exclusive mobile display partner, to 

promote KFC and drive awareness of the new Burrito product.

The strategy
Working closely with Blue449, Byyd developed and built a 

bespoke mobile branding campaign, utilising rich media and 

programmatic buying to drive users to their nearest KFC store 

and purchase the new Burrito.  

The results: Brand effectivness
Awareness: Spontaneous product awareness was raised from 
14% among non-exposed audiences, to 36% among exposed1

Consideration: 92% of exposed audiences who had a positive 
emotion were likely to consider KFC, compared to 75% of non 
exposed1

Conversion: Among exposed audiences who had a positive emotion, 
‘very/somewhat likely to buy’ increased to 71%, compared to 
52% of non exposed1

Competitiveness: The camapaign has helped build a lead over their 
closest competitor, with 83% considering KFC, opposed to 75%1

The results: Audience insights

Using Silhouette, Byyd’s unique audience targeting 

proposition, allowed KFC and Blue449 to prospect 

potential customers through leveraging rich location  
data. Byyd created a Rich Media ad solution incorporating 

a store locator to target users at specific locations during 

key eating hours - resulting in a highly optimised campaign 

with demonstrable brand and product recall scores. 

Jamie Crawford, Investment Digital Account Manager, 
Blue449
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Source: KFC Burrito Case Study, Q3 2015, Byyd-Tech. 1. Figures correct as of Q3 2015: ODR, ‘Understanding the impact of the KFC Burrito Campaign’.  2. Figures correct 
as of Q3 2015: Statiq, ‘KFC Socio-Behavioural Analysis’.
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